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Notes

Culturally Responsive Classroom Management Framework
The Culturally Responsive Classroom Management (CRCM) course is organized to prepare preservice teachers to implement four management practices “pivotal” to the development of safe
and orderly classrooms at the elementary and secondary level. The figure below depicts the
framework for the course and what we think about the relationship between management
practices and this larger sense of the trajectory of children’s development as individuals, and as
members of a classroom community.
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Building Social Relationships Framework – Elementary
TEACHER WHOLE CLASS RELATIONSHIPS
Teaching Move

Examples…

Virtual Learning Considerations

Building blocks for beginning to establish whole class relationships (First month of school)
Teacher establishes rituals with • Greet each student every
• Greet students at the beginning of
students as part of the
morning
each class
classroom routines.
o Teacher greets first student and
• Create class mantra to
has them pick the next student
connect with students
to greet (popcorn method)
each day
o Teacher greets students
• Classroom meetings –
alphabetically
focused on “getting to
• Create class mantra and begin each
know you” activities
class by sharing it on a shared screen
• Check-in with students
• Classroom meetings, focus on
during
getting to know you activities (i.e.
transitions/dismissals
Building Block 1 from the
• Spend time with students
Classroom Meeting Implementation
during lunch/recess
Guide)
• Smile
• Check in’s: have students draw a
picture or share an emoji of how
they are feeling
• Lunch dates: hold designated lunch
dates and invite students to eat lunch
with you virtually
• Student celebrations: change zoom
background to celebrate students’
birthdays or other special occasions
• Study time: Students can join
designated times during the week to
check in and ask for academic help
• Independent Reading: hold
designated times during the week
where students can log on and
everyone reads independently
together (including teacher)
Teacher incorporates various
• Extended name tags
• Create a Kahoot game for students to
community building activities
(students create name tags
get to know each other
that provide a space for
about themselves)
• Two truths and a lie
students to begin getting to
• Scavenger hunt
• Would you rather? (ie. Would you
know one another.
• Morning meeting group
rather be an ocean or mountain?)
activities/games
• Scavenger hunt:
o You have 30 seconds to find
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Teaching Move

Examples…

Virtual Learning Considerations

• Students design their
table/group names
• Teacher and students
interview one another
• Idea/comment box

•

•

•

•
Teacher becomes
knowledgeable of students’
cultural backgrounds and
academic needs and find ways
to incorporate this information
into instruction and the
classroom community.

• Read cultural responsive
literature that reflects the
identifies of the students
• Allocate time for students
to present and share their
cultural backgrounds and
family histories
• Bulletin boards in the
classroom are reflective
of students’ cultural
backgrounds and
identities
• Incorporate home
language into curriculum
(i.e. morning greeting;
math problems that are
inclusive)

•

•
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something that makes you
happy or smile
o You have 1 minute to find
something that is really special
to you
o You have 1 minute to find
something that starts with the
letter “B”
o You have 1 minute to find
something that is the color blue
Students create a video to share
something about themselves with the
class. Have 2-3 students share their
video each class.
Telephone game: Introduce yourself
with a fun fact (ie. favorite food,
animal, color). The next student has
to share what the previous student(s)
said and their fun fact.
Create small group break out rooms
for students to connect with one
another (this depends on age of
students, and ideally if an adult can
be present in the break out room)
Social Time: once a week teacher
creates time for students to connect
informally and chat
Teacher writes individual letters to
each student introducing themselves
and asking students questions about
themselves, as an opportunity to
learn more about their interests,
families’ and backgrounds. Letters
are mailed to students’ home.
Knowledge that teacher gains is
incorporated into class instruction.
Artifact bag: students create an
artifact bag of a couple of items that
incorporate their cultural background
and have meaning to them. Items can
also include favorite items of theirs.
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Teaching Move

Examples…

Virtual Learning Considerations

Teacher Transparency: teacher
spends time sharing
personal/resiliency stories with
the class (stories may or may
not relate to instruction)

• Create a booklet or read
aloud story
• Share a bag of artifacts
that describe who you are

• Teacher creates an introductory
video or presentation that shares who
they are. Videos can be sent to
families before first day of school as
a way of introducing oneself and
connecting with families.

Maintaining whole class relationships
Teacher works with students to • Appreciation circle
establish community
• Compliment circle
circles/classroom meetings that • Morning meeting
become part of the daily and
• Problem solving meeting
weekly routine.
• Monthly letters (students
write letters to the teacher
in regard to their
academic and/or personal
needs).
• Dialogue journals
• Calming/Peace Center
Teacher conducts climate
Climate surveys may
surveys periodically throughout include questions on:
the year to assess students’
• I feel safe in this class.
personal, social, emotional, and • Students in this class treat
academic well being
teachers with respect.
• Teachers at this school
care about their students.
• Our classroom rules are
fair.
• In my class, it’s ok to be
different.
• I can talk to my teachers
about my problems
Teacher holds small group
Conference topics may
conferences with students to
include:
seek feedback on how the class • Classroom management
is doing and how the teacher is
challenges (ie. class not
doing. Teacher invites students
transitioning on time;
to come up with
students not working well
recommendations and
together in groups)
strategies and then implements • Students getting along
those ideas into the classroom.
with one another (teasing)
• Overall class academic
struggles
• Planning for an assembly
or celebration

• Continue to focus on classroom
meetings (getting to know you
activities and appreciation circles)

• Create a climate survey that students
can complete online or one that can
be mailed to their house

• Teacher randomly selects a small
group of students to meet with on
periodic basis online (groups
alternate so all students have the
opportunity to participate throughout
the year).
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Teaching Move

Examples…

Virtual Learning Considerations

Teacher Transparency: teacher
has open, honest conversations
with students on topics that
may have caused frustration in
regards to student behavior
(this can be an apology or
having an honest conversation
with the class).

• “I want to apologize for
getting so upset
yesterday. I was really
frustrated when…I am
realizing that I shouldn’t
have reacted the way I
did. Let’s talk about what
happened yesterday and
what we all could have
done better.”

• Teacher continues to share their
personal stories and has open, honest
conversations with the class on how
they are doing
• These conversations can take place
during a classroom meeting where
the teacher also invites students to
share their experiences and
frustrations with the particular
situation. Through this process the
class comes up with a proposed
solution or next step.
• It is important here that the teacher is
able to take ownership for their own
behavior in how the situation was
handled. This inherently serves as a
good model for students in what it
means to own up to their mistakes.

* Additional resources for community building activities:
Kriete, R., & Davis, C. (2014). The morning meeting book. Center for Responsive Schools, Inc.
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TEACHER & INDIVIDUAL STUDENT RELATIONSHIPS
Teaching Move

Examples…

Virtual Learning Considerations

Teacher holds students to high
and explicit expectations for
achievement and behavior and
communicates those
expectations as needed.

• “I have high expectations
for you…so this is why I
know you can complete
this”
• “I am expecting this from
you today…let’s make a
plan for how you are
going to complete this.”

Teachers holds informal checkin’s with individual students to
get to know them. These are
low risk conversations that
provide an opportunity to begin
to connect with the student and
build the basis for a
relationship.

• Greeting student every
day
• Checking in between
periods/transitions on low
risk questions or subject
matter that student is
interested in:
o What did you think of
the Seahawks game?
o Did you end up
winning the video
game?
o How did your writing
homework go? Let me
know if you want me
to see your draft.
• Sharing a riddle/joke
• Participating in recess
activity
• Sitting with student and
their friends at lunch or
organizing lunch dates
• Play “I SPY” at bus pick
up
• 2x10: connect with
student twice a day for 10
days to let them know
their seen and cared about
• Lunch dates
• Conferencing with

• Teachers continue to receive
consistent feedback on how they are
doing following expectations.
o Some of these feedback
conversations may happen
before class or after class (or a
separate designated time)
o Feedback can also happen via
email, tech app (ie. flip grid) or
a letter
• Teacher invites students to eat snack
or lunch with them
• Open hours: teacher holds a standing
open hours or office hours for
students who want to check in

Teacher holds social
conferences with individual
students to intentionally
connect with them on a
personal, behavioral or an
academic need.

• Teachers assesses which students are
having a difficult time connecting
online and make an effort to find
ways to reach out to these students.
Some examples include:
o 2x10 strategy
o Connecting with students before
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Teaching Move

Examples…

Virtual Learning Considerations

students before or after
school
• Conferencing with
students in the hallway
• Bargaining agreements
(“This is what I need
from you…what do you
need from me to do
this?”)

Teacher collects ongoing data
as they get to know their
students and uses that data to
help differentiate how they
interact with each child socially
and academically.
Teacher acknowledges and
celebrates students’ individual
accomplishments.

Redirect & Reconnect: Teacher
makes sure to reconnect with
an individual student after a
redirection has been made (in
the most appropriate time
frame)
Teacher consistently connects
with student, and emulates a
“never giving up” mantra/belief
system

** Please see Appendix A,
page 11 for a sample
protocol for conducting
collaborative student
conferences.
• Develop student portfolio
• Conduct interest surveys
• Utilize pre-assessments to
develop an understanding
of students’ background
knowledge and
experience on the topic
• Teacher provides specific
feedback on students’
academic and personal
progress: receiving a
better grade on math test;
cleaning up all week
before lunch.
• Micah is demonstrating
inappropriate physical
behavior at recess. “You
are a leader in our class.
You can use that and be a
leader in a positive way to
your peers, or you can
continue making
decisions that are not
going to help you in the
long term.”
• “Kennedy, I can see how
much you want to hold
the book. Remember what
we discussed, during

or after class session
o Scheduling a lunch date or oneon-one time with the student
throughout the week
o Asking student before class, “can
I have you start our classroom
meeting getting to know you
activity today?”
o Calling students and connecting
with them via phone

• Create an interest survey that
students can complete online or one
that can be mailed to their house.
Students that are able to use
technology platforms, can also send
their responses electronically (ie.
flipgrid)
• Teacher shares or praises student
work with their permission

• Teacher reconnects with students by
scheduling a separate check in time,
via phone, or sending them a note
via one of the technology platforms
they are using
Part of repairing the student
relationship is finding time to reconnect
with students when a redirection or
logical consequence is given. What you
are doing here, is engaging in
relationship talk, and letting the student
know even if they had to be redirected,
you still care about them and believe
that they can do this.
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Teaching Move

Examples…
partner reading, we put
the book in the middle of
our desks so we both have
a chance to see and hold
it. I’d like you to try that
now.” After Kennedy
demonstrated expected
behavior, individually
provide positive feedback.
• If a student is asked to
leave the carpet lesson to
take a break, make sure to
reconnect with the student
as soon as you can to
review what happened
and discuss other ways to
approach the situation
next time.
• Lena, I know it’s been a
hard couple of days. I
want you to know I care
about you and want to
hear your side of things”

Virtual Learning Considerations
These “reconnect” conversations,
provide the teacher an opportunity to
build hope and resiliency for the
student, and also communicate the
WHY behind the redirection or logical
consequence they received.
This strategy is really applicable to
students that experiencing any type of
adverse childhood experience, and need
consistency from the adults in their
lives, that they are there for them no
matter what. For some students, it may
take some time before they are able to
trust in the adult, so consistency is key.
Having a “never giving mantra/belief
system” communicates to the student
that you are there for them and not
giving up on them.

Adapted from the work of:
Denton, P., & Kriete, Roxann. (2000). The first six weeks of school (Strategies for teachers series). Greenfield, MA:
Northeast Foundation for Children.
Emdin, C. (2016). For White folks who teach in the Hood... and the rest of y'all too: Reality pedagogy and urban
education. Beacon Press.
Kriete, R., & Davis, C. (2014). The morning meeting book. Center for Responsive Schools, Inc.
Nelsen, J. (2006). Positive discipline (Rev. ed.). New York: Ballantine Books.
Weinstein, C. S., Mignano, A. J., & Romano, M. E. (2011). Elementary classroom management: Lessons from research
and practice. New York: McGraw-Hill.
Wong, H. K., Wong, R. T., & Seroyer, C. (2009). The first days of school: How to be an effective teacher. Mountain
View, CA: Harry K. Wong Publications.
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Appendix A: Protocol For Conducting Collaborative Student(s) Conferences
Steps
(1) Connect

(2) Conduct
Research

(3) Clarify

(4) Collaborate

Definition

Example

Connect with the student by validating the behavior
you are noticing. Use observable and specific
language
• “I’m noticing…”
• “I can tell that you seem really frustrated
right now…”
Spend time finding out what is the reason for
student’s behavior (this can range from 2 to 5
minutes). Ask student(s) questions to help better
understand what is going on.
• “I’m wondering…”
• “What do you think is going on?”
• “Why do you think?”
• “Can you tell me more about…?”
Clarify what you are hearing
• “So, what I am hearing you say…”
• “It sounds like this is going on because…”
• “If I am hearing you correctly…”

“Carlos, I am noticing you are having a
hard time focusing on the carpet. Every
time we come to the rug for read aloud,
you seem to be looking around the room,
or talking to your neighbor.”
“Carlos, what do you think you is going
on?”

“Carlos, what I am hearing you say is that
you have a hard time sitting crisscross on
the rug, and your legs get tired after a
while and then you lose focus. Is this
correct?”

And then ask to make sure you heard them
correctly?
• “Am I hearing you correctly?”
Work collaboratively with student to problem solve “Carlos, how do you think we can solve
and come up with a solution.
this problem?”
• “So let’s think about how we can solve this.”
Provide student the opportunity to suggest some
solutions.
• “What are your thoughts?”
• “I’m interested in your ideas.”

(5) Closure

Be ready to sit in silence for a bit – some students
may need to have some “think time” before they
begin problem solving.
Have some solutions ready incase student is having
a difficult time coming up with one.
Have student repeat back what he/she is going to
try next time this happens.
Let student know you will check in with them to
see how they are doing.

“Here are some things I am thinking may
work…”
“Carlos, so what are we going to try?”
“Great, I will check in with XXX and
we’ll see how this is working.”

In some instances, informing families of this plan –
is helpful. Families can partner with you and help
monitor child’s progress.
Protocol for Student Conference(s) adapted from the work of Ross Greene: http://www.livesinthebalance.org/site-guide
© 2015-2016 University of Washington, College of Education. Created by Y. Patish
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Conducting Classroom Meetings Implementation Guide - Elementary
SOCIAL PROBLEM SOLVING CLASSROOM MEETINGS
Building Blocks for Establishing Classroom Meetings

Students
participate in
class
discussions

Establish
classroom
meeting norms

Establish
system for
setting
meeting topics

Appreciation
Circle

Teach
communication
and problem
solving skills

Implementation Phase of Classroom Meetings

Set Mee'ng
Tone

Mee'ng
Closure

Check In’s

Conduc'ng
Classroom
Mee'ngs
Problem
Solving &
Delibera'on

Set Mee'ng
Focus
Invite
Students To
Begin
Discussion
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Notes
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Building Blocks For Establishing Classroom Meetings
(First 5-8 weeks)

Students
participate in
class
discussions

Establish
classroom
meeting norms

Appreciation
Circle
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Establish
system for
setting
meeting topics

Teach
communication
and problem
solving skills
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Students participate in class discussions: Students begin practicing norms for participating in classroom
discussions through Read Alouds, Getting To Know You activities, and/or Reflection discussions. The
purpose of these meetings is to help build community and to familiarize students with the classroom
meeting norms. Read Alouds, Getting To Know You activities and Reflection discussions provide an
opportunity for all students to participate in way that feels safe, and least vulnerable.
Teaching Move

Examples…

Considerations

Norms and routines:
Before beginning meetings:
• Teacher also decides how
students will transition to sit
in a circle
• Teacher decides how they
would like students to share
out during meetings (thumbs
up, talking piece, sequential
sharing, non-sequential
sharing). This is the method
you will introduce for
students to follow.

Transitioning to a circle
• Students form circle on
carpet area
• Students use combination of
chairs and sitting on the floor
• Students push desks out of
the way and put chairs in a
circle
• Teacher may pose question to
class “What is the best way to
come to the meeting area so
we don’t take time away from
learning?”

Students implicitly begin
learning the expectations for how
to participate in classroom
discussions through Read
Alouds, Getting to Know You
activities, and/or Reflection
discussions (so when it is time to
set the norms for classroom
meetings, students will already
have an understanding of what
this process looks like).

As students participate and
gather for classroom discussions,
they begin to learn the
foundational skills for
participating in a classroom
meeting:
1) Sit in a circle
2) Take turns speaking
3) How to share out (Ex: “I am
looking for quiet thumb to
call on”)
4) Active listening skills (i.e.
eyes on the speaker)

Sharing out
• “I am going to pass around
our talking piece that we will
use for sharing. When you
get the talking piece, you can
choose to share or pass”.
During class discussion, teacher
facilitates the meeting by
modeling the expectations for
how to participate.
• “Give me a quiet thumb
when you are ready to share
or when you have an idea.”
• “I’m looking for quiet
thumbs to call on.”
• “Who would like to add onto
Marcus’s idea?”
• “I’m noticing that some folks
haven’t spoken yet, let’s give
some wait time, so people
have time to gather their
thoughts.”
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You may also decide that some
discussions work better using
sequential sharing, while other
discussions may benefit from
using non-sequential sharing
Passing: Important to remember
that not all students need to share
in the beginning. Students can
also participate using non-verbal
signals such as “I agree, I
disagree, etc.”. Also asking
students to verbalize “I choose to
pass” – gives them voice and
agency in the meeting.
Teacher also joins students in the
circle to indicate that he/she is
part of the community.
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Teaching Move

Examples…

Considerations

Read Aloud:
Teacher selects read alouds
focused on social issues/social
skill/community building theme.
Teacher chooses 1-2 days per
week where they extend the read
aloud to a whole class
discussion. Students gather in a
circle and participate in a
discussion on some big ideas
from the story.

Beginning a discussion using
read aloud:
Teacher summarizes the
theme/main idea of the story. “So
we just read about…” or “So this
story was about…”

Teacher has students share out
ideas. As students share out
teacher helps facilitate discussion
by referencing the norms for
participation
• Bodies still
• Eyes on speaker
• Wait your turn before sharing
• How to share out (Ex: “I am
looking for quiet thumb to
call on”)

Teacher asks the class to think
silently to themselves “what big
ideas come to mind to after
reading this story?”

OR
Please reference the Read Aloud “Using a quiet thumb, how many
Protocol on pages 18-19 for a
of you can relate to [character in
detailed example of this.
story]?”

Getting to Know You
Activities:
Teacher starts classroom
meetings with an icebreaker or
getting to know you activity that
helps students begin to form
connections and relationships
with one another.

OR
• “What did this story make you
think about?”
• “What things come to mind to
you after reading this story?”
• “In what ways can you relate
to this story?”
• Group activity/game
• Open ended question prompts:
o If you could choose an
action figure, who would
you choose?
o If you know me you
know…
o My favorite thing in the
shape of a circle is…
o Think of a time when you
spent 3 great days in a
row…
o My favorite food is...
o My favorite TV
show/movie is…
o If you could be a teacher for
the day, what is one thing
you would change?
o You have to sing karaoke,
what song do you pick?
o If you had an unexpected
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It is important to select activities
that allow students to interact
with very little social risk.
It is also important to think about
opportunities for students to
present and share in front of their
peers – in ways highlight their
strengths.
Teacher has students share out
ideas. As students share out
teacher helps facilitate discussion
by referencing the norms for
participation
• Bodies still
• Eyes on speaker
• Wait your turn before sharing
• How to share out (Ex: “I am
looking for quiet thumb to
call on”)
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Teaching Move

Examples…

Reflection Discussions:
Reflection discussions are
classroom meetings that provide
students the opportunity to
reflect on how the class is doing
as a community.

free day, what would you
choose to do?
o If you could have a face to
face conversation with
anyone who would it be?
Teacher asks class to gather for a
class meeting and reflect on:
• We started a new math unit
this week. How is it going?
• What is your take away from
the first week of school?
• How did we do at the school
assembly?
• We have been late to lunch
twice this week, what are your
thoughts about this?

Students come together as class
and reflect on how the beginning
of the school year is going. It
helps prepare students for the
work they will be doing in their
problem-solving meetings.

Considerations

Reflection meetings can happen
throughout the school year. In
the beginning of the year they are
a great way to help students
become familiar with the
classroom meeting structure,
what it looks like, and what it
means to come together as class
and discuss various topics
(before students are ready to
engage in formal problemsolving meetings).
Teacher has students share out
ideas. As students share out
teacher helps facilitate discussion
by referencing the norms for
participation
• Bodies still
• Eyes on speaker
• Wait your turn before sharing
• How to share out (Ex: “I am
looking for quiet thumb to
call on”)

© 2015-2016 University of Washington, College of Education. Created by Y. Patish
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Read Aloud Discussion Protocol
Using Read Alouds to Lead Class Discussions
Teaching Move
1) Teacher finishes read aloud, and asks class to
gather in a circle for a discussion on the story
2) Teacher summarizes the theme/main idea of
the story. “We just read about…” OR “So this
story was about”
3a) Teacher asks class to think silently to
themselves: “What big ideas come to mind
after reading this story?”
Ask students to give you ‘thumbs up’ when
they have an idea (or whatever protocol you
would like to use for sharing out).
3b) If students are familiar with turn and talks,
ask class to turn and talk to the person next to
them, and share out what they are thinking. If
students are not familiar with turn and talks,
skip this step and have students think silently
to themselves.
4) Teacher has students share out what they are
thinking. This is where students will use the
method you want for sharing (thumbs up,
talking piece, sequential sharing, nonsequential sharing)
As students share out – teacher makes a list of
things/ideas that students share.
Class picks one idea to start the discussion.

Modifications
No modifications needed
No modifications needed
3a) If students have a difficult time understanding
what a “big idea” is then rephrase the prompt to
one of the following.
• “What did this story make you think about?”
• “What things come to mind to you after
reading this story?”
• “In what ways can you relate to this story?”

After several students share, teacher picks one idea
off chart and guides students in a discussion. [4-6th
grade: teacher can ask class, “What idea from the
chart would you like to talk about?”]
Examples of big ideas may be:
“Treat people the way you want to be treated”
“Don’t judge a book by its cover”
Prompts to begin discussion:
• “So let’s talk about idea 1: Treat people the way
you want to be treated. How many of you can
relate to this idea? Or have had an experience
similar to what [name of the character]
experienced in the story?”
• “Think silently to yourself and give me a thumbs
up when you have an idea.”
• Teacher calls on several students to share. Before
calling on next student to respond, prompt class
using accountable talk prompts:
“Who would like to add onto Yelena’s idea?” or
“Who shared a similar experience as Yelena?”

© 2015-2016 University of Washington, College of Education. Created by Y. Patish
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Teaching Move

5) Teacher ends discussion with providing
feedback to the class. “You did a nice job
talking about this topic. I appreciate how open
and honest you were. I also like how [name
specific discussion strategies the class used
well (Ex: eyes on speaker, waiting your turn,
staying on topic.]

Modifications
[This provides students the opportunity to begin
building off one another’s ideas.]
As students share teacher facilitates discussion by
reminding students:
• Bodies still
• Eyes on speaker
• Wait your turn before sharing
• How to share (Ex: “I am looking for quiet thumb
to call on.”)
No modifications needed

© 2015-2016 University of Washington, College of Education. Created by Y. Patish
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Establish meeting norms: Meeting norms are generally established by the end of the 2nd week of school
after students have had time practicing and participating in class discussions.
Teaching Move
Establish Meeting Norms:
Students work collaboratively
with teacher in coming up with
the classroom meeting norms.

Examples…

Considerations

Engage students in this process
by asking questions such as:
• “Why is important to sit in a
circle for class meeting?”
• “How do we make sure
everyone has a voice in the
meeting?”
• “How do we help monitor
talk time?”
• How do we invite students
into the discussion?”
• How do we respond when
someone says something that
we may not agree with?”
• How do we respond when
someone has a conflict with
us?

Teacher (or meeting facilitator)
reviews meeting norms before
starting each meeting. If
meetings are being conducted
consistently, norms will not have
to be reviewed each time.

Examples of meeting norms:
• Sit in a circle
• Be respectful of all voices
• Invite others into discussion
• Wait 10 seconds before calling
on next person
• Use quite thumbs for speaking
• Give everyone a chance to
speak
Supporting students in following
the norms:
• “Daisa, thank you for sharing,
will you call on the next
person who has a quiet thumb
and hasn’t spoken yet?”
• “OK, now… let’s remember
we have two rules for how we
participate in discussions:
o Quiet thumbs
o Wait time

© 2015-2016 University of Washington, College of Education. Created by Y. Patish

Throughout the meeting, the
teacher facilitates students’
participation to ensure everyone
is following the meeting norms.
Expectations for
behavior/skill/routine are clearly
stated and consistently enforced.
It’s a good idea to remind
students of specific norms before
starting discussion, especially if
class has been having a difficult
time with a particular norm.
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Appreciation Circle: Students learn the process for sharing appreciations for things going on in their
lives or about the class. We give appreciations for something we are thankful for, when we want to
compliment someone, or when we have an A-ha moment.

Teaching Move
Compliment Circle:
Students learn the process for
“giving or getting a
compliment”. Compliments are
positive statements and
appreciations that express
gratitude and recognize the good
qualities of someone.
*** Please reference pages 23 25 for sample lessons on
introducing compliment circles.

Examples…
Compliments should be focused
on “inside” compliments versus
“external” compliments. Prompts
include:
• “I would like to
compliment…”
• “I really appreciated
how….”
• “I like the way you…”
• This compliment goes to…
because...and that made me
feel….
Ways to differentiate compliment
circles:
• Students randomly pick
students who they will give
compliments to in the
beginning of the week
• Highlight one student to
receive compliments from
the whole class

Gratitude Circle:
Students learn the process for
giving gratitude or being
thankful for something or
someone in their lives.
*** Please reference pages 26
for sample lesson on
introducing gratitude circles.

Prompts include:
• I am thankful for…because…
• I am grateful for…because…

Things I am thankful for may
include:

Considerations
It is recommended that social
problem-solving meetings start
with an appreciation circle to
help set a positive tone for the
meeting.
Please note, giving compliments
takes practice for students. It is
important to facilitate this
process and provide support for
students who need help learning
how to give specific, authentic,
and positive compliments.
Students also learn the process
for how to respond when they
give or receive a compliment.
Please avoid asking students to
give compliments to the person
sitting to their immediate left or
right. This may make the
compliment process inauthentic
for some students.
It is recommended to start with
Compliment circle. Once
students are comfortable with the
compliment circle, then
introduce gratitude circle.

• Receiving a good grade
• Moving up levels
• A personal thing that happened in
your life
• Family event
• When someone did something
that positively impacted you
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Teaching Move
Aha Moment Circle:
Students learn the process for
sharing an Aha moment they had
for the week. An Aha moment is
when:
• We have a sudden realization
about something
• We gain new insight about
something
• We have a new understanding of
something

*** Please reference pages 27
for sample lesson on
introducing Aha Moments.

Examples…
Prompts include:
• I had an Aha moment about….
• I had an Aha moment
about…and it made me feel…

Examples:
• School connection: “I didn’t think
I could solve the math problem
the other day…but I did!” OR “I
didn’t realize all the things that
Martin Luther King did for civil
rights.”
• Personal connection: “I didn’t
think I could do it, but I finally
got to the last level in fortnite.”
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Considerations
It is recommended to start with
Compliment circle. Once
students are comfortable with the
compliment circle, then
introduce gratitude and Ahamoment circle.
Aha moments are a great way for
students to learn about each
other. It helps increase
relationships between teacher
and student and student to
student.
The goal is that when students
begin social-problem solving
meetings, they will have a menu
of options to choose for the
Appreciation circle. Depending
on your class, you may also say
“today we are only going to do
compliment circle.”
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Sample Lessons for Conducting Appreciation Circles

Compliment Circle - Lesson 1
Introducing the Process of Inside vs. Outside Compliments
Introduction: Introduce rationale for compliment circles. “Today we are going to do a
compliment circle.” What is a compliment?” Have students share out ideas.
“Compliments is our way of saying something nice about someone. We give compliments when
we notice:
• Someone did something nice for us
• Someone did something nice for someone else
• Or when someone has been working and trying really hard at something
Brainstorm With Class: “What are some things we can give compliments on? Think first to
yourself and give me a thumbs up when you have an idea.” Give students time to think silently to
themselves. Make a t-chart “inside” versus “outside” compliments”. As students share out,
place their compliments in one of the columns. An inside compliment is something focused on an
internal trait. An outside compliment is focused on external and materialistic traits (ie. clothes).
After students have brainstormed – explain to the class that we are going to only focus on inside
compliments and explain why. “You all have come up with a great list of things we can
compliment someone on. For our class, we are just going to focus on ‘inside’ compliments.
Sometimes it’s harder to come up with inside compliments but they mean more because they
have to do with what someone is actually doing and not what they are wearing or look like.”
Practice: “Let’s practice this.” Have sentence stems up on chart paper. Here is a list of possible
sentence stems that students can use to give a compliment:
• I’d like to compliment…for…
• I want to thank…for…
• This compliment goes to… because...and that made me feel….
Explain to the class they can use these sentence stems to help them give a compliment. “I want
everyone to think silently to themselves if they have a compliment to give. Give me quiet thumbs
up when you ready.”
Teacher should model this first by providing the first compliment and then calling on someone to
try it. Students should be able to pass if they don’t have a compliment to give.
For this meeting, focus on giving compliments only – for practice. For the next meeting you can
introduce “Get or Receive a Compliment.”
Closure: Provide feedback to the class on how they did.
This lesson was adapted from Positive Discipline in the School and Classroom Teachers’ Guide: Activities for Students.
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Compliment Circle - Lesson 2
Practicing Giving Compliments
Introduction: Explain students that today we are going to practice GIVING “INSIDE”
compliments. Remind the class the difference between inside and outside compliments, by
referencing the chart.
Teach this process:
GIVE:
• Explain that if you choose to “give” a compliment, make sure to look at the person you
are complimenting.
• Provide a sentence stems for students to help scaffold this process for them:
o “I would like to compliment…”
o “I really appreciated how….”
o “I like the way you…”
o This compliment goes to… because...and that made me feel….
• Remind students that the student receiving the compliments responds by saying “Thank
you [Name]”
PASS:
• If the student chooses to pass, they say “I chose to pass” and class goes to the next
person.
Practice: “Let’s practice this.” Invite students to think for a moment and decide who they would
like to give a compliment to. Remind them they can pass, and if they do, you will come back to
them after everyone goes. Have students go around the circle and share out.
Make sure to facilitate compliments as needed – and help guide students who may need more
support in providing specific, positive compliments.
Refer class back to the sentence stems from last meeting as a helpful resource they can use.
Closure: Provide feedback to the class on how they did.
This lesson was adapted from Positive Discipline in the School and Classroom Teachers’ Guide: Activities for Students
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Compliment Circle - Lesson 2
Give, Get or Pass
*Introduce this lesson after the class has a chance to practice “GIVING” compliments for a few
sessions.
Introduction: Explain students that there are different ways to participate in the compliment
circle
• Give: We have been practicing giving each other compliments.
• Get: Students can choose to get a compliment for something they have done for which
they would like recognition (i.e. they may ask for a compliment).
• Pass: Students may choose to pass. They say “pass” to indicate they would not like to go
this time.
Teach how to GET a compliment:
GET:
• Explain that there are going to be times based on what is going on in our lives or what we
are going through, that we may need some extra support from our classmates. This is
called advocating for ourselves. In these times, you may really need to GET a
compliment.
• If a student chooses to “get” a compliment they say “I would like to get a compliment.”
• The meeting facilitator then asks the class “who would like to give a compliment to
[NAME]?”. Students calls on someone to provide the compliment.
Practice: “Let’s practice this.” Invite students to think for a moment and decide whether they
want to give, get or pass. Have students go around the circle and share out. Recommendation:
Teacher can go first and model “getting a compliment”.
Make sure to facilitate compliments as needed – and help guide students who may need more
support in providing specific, positive compliments.
Refer class back to the sentence stems from last meeting as a helpful resource they can use.
Closure: Provide feedback to the class on how they did.
This lesson was adapted from Positive Discipline in the School and Classroom Teachers’ Guide: Activities for Students.
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Gratitude Circle
Introduction: Introduce rationale for gratitude circles. “Today we are going to do a gratitude
circle.” What does it mean to express gratitude for something?” “What does it mean to be
thankful for something?” “Why is it good to give thanks?” Have students share out ideas.
Have students share out ideas.
Gratitude is the process of being thankful for something or something in our lives.
Brainstorm With Class: Let’s break this down a little more. What are some things we may be
thankful for that we would share in our class? Think first to yourself and give me a thumbs up
when you have an idea.” Give students time to think silently to themselves. Chart student
responses. Some examples may be:
•
•
•
•
•

Receiving a good grade
Moving up levels
A personal thing that happened at home
Family event
When someone did something that positively impacted us

Practice: “Let’s practice this.” Have sentence stems up on chart paper. Here is a list of possible
sentence stems that students can use to give gratitude:
•
•

I am thankful for…because…
I am grateful for…because…

Explain to the class they can use these sentence stems to help them give gratitude. “I want
everyone to think silently to themselves if they have a gratitude to give. Give me quiet thumbs up
when you ready.”
Teacher should model first by providing the first gratitude and then calling on someone to try it.
Students should be able to pass if they don’t have a gratitude to give. Alternative: if you are
using a talking piece, have class go around in sequential order.
Closure: Provide feedback to the class on how they did.
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Aha Moment Circle
Introduction: Introduce rationale for Aha moments. “Today we are going to share Aha
moments”. An Aha moment
•
•
•

We have a sudden realization about something
We gain new insight about something
We have a new understanding of something

Brainstorm With Class: Let’s break this down a little more. What are some things we may
have Aha moments for? Think first to yourself and give me a thumbs up when you have an idea.
Give students time to think silently to themselves. Chart student responses. Some examples may
be:
•
•

Connections to what we are learning in school: “I didn’t think I could solve the math problem the
other day…but I did!” OR “I didn’t realize all the things that Martin Luther King did for civil
rights.”
Personal connections: “I didn’t think I could do it, but I finally beat the super Mario game.

Practice: “Let’s practice this.” Have sentence stems up on chart paper. Here is a list of possible
sentence stems that students can use to share Aha moments:
•
•

I had an Aha moment about….
I had an Aha moment about…and it made me feel…

Explain to the class they can use these sentence stems to help them share Aha moments. “I want
everyone to think silently to themselves if they have an Aha moment to share. Give me quiet
thumbs up when you ready.”
Teacher should model first by providing their own Aha moment and then calling on someone to
try it. Students should be able to pass if they don’t have something to share. Alternative: if you
are using a talking piece, have class go around in sequential order.
Closure: Provide feedback to the class on how they did.
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Establish system for setting meeting topics: Teacher introduces a system for how to keep track of topics
and problems that students want to discuss and solve. Students throughout the week write their topic
ideas/problems using the system the class designates. This is what the class uses to begin each meeting
with.
Teaching Move

Examples…

Establish system for setting
meeting topics:
Teacher introduces this to the
class by explaining: “Classroom
meetings is a going to be a place
where we come together and
discuss topics that are on our
minds and a place where we
work together to solve problems
that we having as a class or
individually. We need a system
for how we are going to keep
track of our meeting topics.”

Possible options for tracking
meeting topics:
• Class notebook
• Clipboard: topics items are
written on a paper kept on the
clipboard.
• Dry erase board or flip chart
• Problem box: when someone
has a problem, he/she fills out
a piece of paper and puts in
the box.

Based on the grade level, teacher
can either:
• Designate a system for
tracking topics OR
• Have students vote on a
system that they would like to
use. Students can also select
where this physically resides
in class.
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Considerations
Teacher designates a meeting
facilitator(s) to monitor meeting
topics. In many classrooms, this
becomes part of the classroom
jobs.
Teacher and meeting
facilitator(s) review items prior
to classroom meeting to make
sure the meeting topics are
appropriate for sharing.
Eventually the teacher may
transfer sole responsibility to the
student to monitor meeting topics
(this really depends on the
classroom and comfort level of
the teacher).
Teacher decides what times of
the day students can submit
meeting topics.
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Teach communication and problem-solving skills: Identifying feelings are an important skill for
problem solving. Students need to learn how to use respectful language to express how they feel, why
they feel the way they do, and what they need from the other person. Teacher begins to teach students the
foundational skills for problem solving. Students spend a couple of weeks practicing these skills before
launching into social problem-solving meetings.
Teaching Move

Examples…

Considerations

Teach Communication and
Problem-Solving Skills:
These may include:
• Bugs and wishes (Please
reference pages 30-31 for
lessons on how to introduce
Bugs and Wishes)
• I-messages (Please reference
pages 32-34 for lessons on
how to introduce I-messages)
• Active listening (students learn
accountable talk prompts for
how to respond, add on, or ask
clarifying questions)
• Apology of action (students
learn the process of how to
give an apology and how to
receive an apology)
• Ups and downs (students learn
how to express an “up” and
“down” they are having about
school or individual(s) in the
class. Students listening, learn
the skills for how take in what
they are hearing, without
reacting in a defensive
manner).
• Breath/mindfulness activity
• Second Step curriculum
• Positive Discipline curriculum
• Character Strong curriculum

Communicating feelings:
• “I feel sad when I’m not
included”
• “It bugs me when I don’t have
anyone to play with at recess. I
wish you would include me in
your game”
• “I would like to add onto
Miguel’s idea…”
• “I would like to give an
apology to Miguel, I am sorry
I threw your stuff on the floor
and didn’t help you clean up.”
• “My UP goes to the class, in
that we were really focused
during reading, and because of
that we weren’t late to lunch.
My DOWN goes to some
people in this class, who
always tell people to be quiet,
even when they are talking.”

Through this process, the class
begins to understand the
importance of respecting
everyone’s feelings and opinions.
Students over time learn how to
respond in a non-defensive
manner, and learn how to
communicate their feelings in a
respectful way. These skills are
foundational in helping to
facilitate social problem solving
meetings more effectively.

Responding appropriately:
• “I’m sorry you feel that way”
• “Thank you for telling me,
now I understand”
• “ I didn’t realize you felt that
way”
Active listening prompts:
• “So what I hear you saying…”
• “Can you repeat that again? I
didn’t quite understand.”
• “I’d like to add onto…”
• “I agree with…”
• “I hear what you are
saying…but I disagree
because...”
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Sample Lessons for Teaching Communication and Problem-Solving Skills

Bugs and Wishes – Lesson 1
Introducing Bugs and Wishes
1) Getting Started: On a piece of chart paper make 2 columns: “Bugs” and “Wishes”
2) Brainstorming:
• With students seated in a circle, brainstorm and record typical classroom problems that
“bug” them such as:
o Cutting in line
o Borrowing without asking
o Pushing
o Talking during work time
o Telling secrets
o Interfering with other work
• Let students do the brainstorming, if they don’t mention something you think is a typical
problem, say “What about_____?”
• Then brainstorm and record some “wishes” to match the “bug list”. For example across
the column for “cutting in line”, they might put “go to the end of the line”.
3) Adding a new tool:
• Tell students you will share a new tool for using words to help express what is bothering
them. It’s a good way to let others know how they feel about a problem without being
bossy.
• Bring out your “Bug” and “Wish” wand as props to help them remember the words (this
is optional)
• Give them an example using one of the above problems, saying “It bugs me when
people cut in line, and I wish people would go to the end of the line,” holding the bug
up when you say “bugs” and the wand up when you say “wish”.
• It takes practice for students to be able to say what they want (suggest a solution) instead
just “I wish you would stop”
4) Prepare to practice: Tell students to think of a similar example and to use the word “people”
instead of using names (as in the example above).
5) Practice: Pass the bug and wand around the circle. Give each student a chance to practice (or
pass) making their own bugs and wishes statement, or one from the brainstormed list.
This lesson was adapted from Positive Discipline in the School and Classroom Teachers’ Guide: Activities for Students.
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Bugs and Wishes – Lesson 2
Learning How To Respond
1) Learning how to respond:
• On another piece of chart paper write “Respectful Responses”
• Tell students “Before we start using Bugs and Wishes, it is important to learn how to
respond to one of these statements.”
• Brainstorm with the students ideas for responses, being sure to include things like:
o I’m sorry
o I didn’t know it bothered you
o Thank you for telling me
o I’ll think about that
o I’ll do_____instead
o It bugs me when____and I wish_____
• Suggestion: Write (or have students write) the most useful examples on sentence strips to
be posted in the classroom.
2) Practicing responses:
• Give students an opportunity to practice responses
• Read from the initial list of brainstormed “Bugs and Wishes” problems (steps 2 and 3
above) an ask volunteers to practice responding by using suggestions from the Respectful
Responses list.
• For ex: “If someone said to you, ‘It bugs me when you cut in line and I wish you would
move to the back” how could you respond using one of the respectful responses?”
• Have students role-play a couple of examples while holding the bug and wish wand.
Practice the role plays until you get a sense that students get it.
3) Moving it forward:
• After you are confident everyone understands, explain that “Bugs and Wishes” are used
in the classroom for one-on-one communication
• Use the Bug and Wish wand to tell someone how you feel and what you would like to
have happen. Then the other person can respond respectfully.
4) Modeling and following through:
• Use the phrases yourself.
• Follow through by quietly noticing/acknowledging students who use the phrases during
the day.
• During a classroom meeting ask students to share a time when they used a bugs and
wishes statement and how it may have helped them solve a problem.
This lesson was adapted from Positive Discipline in the School and Classroom Teachers’ Guide: Activities for Students.
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I-Messages - Lesson 1
Introducing I-Messages
Students will apply ideas of assertiveness to situations they face daily, and have the ability to
practice skills in standing up for themselves and being strong.
Objective:
• Student will learn “I-messages” as one technique for assertive or “strong behavior”
• Students will work in pairs to construct their own I-messages
Classroom Environment/Materials:
• Chart Paper: You-message chart – see below
• Chart Paper: I-message
o I feel (state your feeling)
o When you (describe the specific behavior)
o Because (state the effect the behavior has on you)
• I-message handout
Introduction: Ask students “what is the difference between wanting to express your feelings to
someone by being strong without being mean versus expressing yourself by being mad or
angry?” From this lead the class into thinking about the following questions:
• Why would one person choose to express themselves in one way versus the other?
• Which method do you usually use?
• Do you think it’s hard to express yourself without getting mad or angry, but still getting
your point across? Is there anyone you know in life that does do this?
• When would it be helpful to express yourself in way without being mean?
Elicit class responses. Maintain an open discussion as students discuss what they think.
Teach this process:
• Today we are going to learn a strategy that is useful in dealing with problems that come
up with friends and family, in a way that helps us express ourselves in a strong way,
without coming across mean and angry.
• Explain that an “I-message” is a way to be strong without being mean when you are
angry or upset or disappointed with something that someone else had done to you.
• Refer to the I-chart on board. Provide the following example: Your younger brother
borrows your basketball and leaves it a friend’s house. A “You-message” would be: “You
little jerk. How could you be so stupid! Now I don’t have my basketball when I need it!”
(Have this displayed on chart paper as well, so students can read along. You may choose
another scenario that you feel is more appropriate for your students).
• Ask the class what they think an “I-message” would look like?
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•

•
•

Refer to “I-message” chart paper and ask the students to help you fill in the blanks. Elicit
possible I-messages from class. (One example: I feel frustrated when you borrow my bat
and leave it at your friend’s house, because I need it today and it’s not here).
I feel (state your feeling)
When you (describe the specific behavior)
Because (state the effect the behavior has on you)
Ask the class, what differences do they notice between the I-message and You-message.
Ask someone in the class to give you another situation. Have the class turn it into an “I
message”. (Ask them to turn and talk with the person next to them and come up with the
appropriate I-message). (Have a blank I-message on the board)

Practice: Explain to students that they will now work in partnerships or small groups (based on
how you want to set students up), and they will be coming up with I messages for their
situations. Create four different scenarios for students to come up with I-messages for. Or use
any of the topics that may have come up in the classroom meeting suggestion box as the
scenarios for the students to create I-messages for.
Closure: After students finish coming up with I-messages, ask for volunteers to role play their
scenario in front of the class.

This lesson was adapted from The Morningside Center For Teaching Social Responsibility.
http://www.morningsidecenter.org/4rs-program
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Lesson 2 – I-Messages
Applying I-Messages to Various Scenarios
Objective: Student will apply “I-messages” to classroom or personal scenarios
Introduction: Have students independently brainstorm conflicts they are experiencing in school.
This can be related to school policy, particular classes, or peer to peer conflicts. Have students
write down their scenario without using real names. Instruct students to come up with fictional
names for the individuals in their scenario.
Scenario 1: Ask for a volunteer to present their scenario to class. Ask for volunteers to come up
and role play this scenario. Students should role play the scenario and how they would go about
solving it. Have class share out their observations and what went well and what could have been
done differently in how the conflict was brought up and dealt with.
Scenario 2: Remind students of the I-message strategy and ask for a new set of volunteers to
come up to the class to role play the scenario. Ask the students to use I-messages to problem
solve the conflict. Have class share out their observations and what went well and what could
have been done differently in how the conflict was brought up and dealt with. Ask the class to
highlight the differences between scenario 1 and 2.
Practice: Divide the class up into small groups and have each group use I-messages to solve the
conflicts that each group member identified earlier.
Closure: Take volunteers to role play their scenario in front of the entire class.

Adapted from the work of:
Denton, P., & Kriete, Roxann. (2000). The first six weeks of school (Strategies for teachers series). Greenfield, MA:
Northeast Foundation for Children.
Glasser, W. (1968). Schools without failure (First ed.). New York: Harper & Row.
Nelsen, J. (2006). Positive discipline (Rev. ed.). New York: Ballantine Books.
http://www.sounddiscipline.org/
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Notes
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